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Rising Share of Americans See Conflict
Between Rich and Poor
By Richard Morin
The Occupy Wall Street movement no longer
occupies Wall Street, but the issue of class
conflict has captured a growing share of the
national consciousness. A new Pew Research
Center survey of 2,048 adults finds that about
two-thirds of the public (66%) believes there
are “very strong” or “strong” conflicts
between the rich and the poor—an increase of
19 percentage points since 2009.

Public Perceptions of Conflict
Between Rich and Poor
% who say there are “very strong” or “strong” conflicts
between the rich and the poor
2011

2009

Precentagepoint change

All

66

+19

47
Race

Not only have perceptions of class conflict
grown more prevalent; so, too, has the belief
that these disputes are intense. According to
the new survey, three-in-ten Americans
(30%) say there are “very strong conflicts”
between poor people and rich people. That is
double the proportion that offered a similar
view in July 2009 and the largest share
expressing this opinion since the question
was first asked in 1987.
As a result, in the public’s evaluations of
divisions within American society, conflicts
between rich and poor now rank ahead of
three other potential sources of group
tension—between immigrants and the native
born; between blacks and whites; and
between young and old. Back in 2009, more
survey respondents said there were strong

White

65

+22

43
74

Black

66
61

Hispanic

+8
+6

55

Party Identification
Republican

55
73

Democrat
Independent

+17

38
55
68
45

+18
+23

Question wording: “In America, how much conflict is there
between poor people and rich people: very strong conflicts,
strong conflicts, not very strong conflicts, there are not
conflicts?”
Notes: For results from the 2011 survey, n=2,048; for the
2009 survey, n=1,701. Whites and blacks include only nonHispanics. Hispanics are of any race.
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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conflicts between immigrants and the native born than said the same about the rich and the
poor.1
Virtually all major demographic groups now
perceive significantly more class conflict than
two years ago. However, the survey found that
younger adults, women, Democrats and
African Americans are somewhat more likely
than older people, men, Republicans, whites
or Hispanics to say there are strong
disagreements between rich and poor.
While blacks are still more likely than whites
see serious class conflicts, the share of whites
who hold this view has increased by 22
percentage points, to 65%, since 2009. At the
same time, the proportion of blacks (74%) and
Hispanics (61%) sharing this judgment has
grown by single digits (8 and 6 points,
respectively).

Social Conflicts in Society
% who say there are “very strong” or “strong”
conflicts between …
2011

2009
66

Rich and
poor

47

Immigrants
and native
born

62
55
38

Blacks and
whites
Young and
old

39
34
25
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The biggest increases in perceptions of class conflicts occurred among political liberals and
Americans who say they are not affiliated with either major party. In each group the
proportion who say there are major disagreements between rich and poor Americans increased
by more than 20 percentage points since 2009.
These changes in attitudes over a relatively short period of time may reflect the income and
wealth inequality message conveyed by Occupy Wall Street protesters across the country in
late 2011 that led to a spike in media attention to the topic. But the changes also may also
reflect a growing public awareness of underlying shifts in the distribution of wealth in
American society.2 According to the most recent U.S. Census Bureau data, the proportion of
overall wealth—a measure that includes home equity, stocks and bonds and the value of

1

See Pew Social & Demographic Trends, “Forty Years After Woodstock, A Gentler Generation Gap,” August 12, 2009
(http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2009/08/12/forty-years-after-woodstockbra-gentler-generation-gap/).
2

For a detailed look at one aspect of the wealth gap, see The Rising Age Gap in Economic Well-Being, by Richard Fry et al., Pew
Research Center, Nov. 11, 2011 (http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2011/11/07/the-rising-age-gap-in-economic-well-being/).
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jewelry, furniture and other possessions—held by the top 10% of the population increased from
49% in 2005 to 56% in 2009.
Perceptions of the Wealthy
While the survey results show a significant shift in public
perceptions of class conflict in American life, they do not
necessarily signal an increase in grievances toward the
wealthy. It is possible that individuals who see more conflict
between the classes think that anger toward the rich is
misdirected. Nor do these data suggest growing support for
government measures to reduce income inequality.

Why the Rich Are Rich
Most rich people are wealthy
because …
... they know the right
people or were born
into wealthy families

46%

In fact, other questions in the survey show that some key
attitudes toward the wealthy have remained largely
unchanged. For example, there has been no change in views
about whether the rich became wealthy through personal
effort or because they were fortunate enough to be from
wealthy families or have the right connections.

43%
8%
Neither/
both
equally ... of their own hard
work,ambition
or education

Note: Share of “Don’t know/refused”
A 46% plurality believes that most rich people “are wealthy
and other responses shown but not
labeled
mainly because they know the right people or were born into
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
wealthy families.” But nearly as many have a more favorable
view of the rich: 43% say wealthy people became rich “mainly
because of their own hard work, ambition or education,” largely unchanged from a Pew survey
in 2008.

About the Survey
This report is based on findings from a Pew Research Center telephone survey conducted with a nationally
representative sample of 2,048 adults ages 18 and older living in the continental United States, including
808 adults ages 18 to 34. A total of 769 interviews were completed with respondents contacted by landline
telephone and 1,279 with those contacted on their cellular phone. The data are weighted to produce a final
sample that is representative of the general population of adults in the continental United States. Survey
interviews were conducted under the direction of Princeton Survey Research Associates International, in
English and Spanish.


Interviews conducted December 6-19, 2011



2,048 interviews



Margin of sampling error is plus or minus 2.9 percentage points for results based on the total sample
and 4.4 percentage points for adults ages 18 to 34 at the 95% confidence level.
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Moreover, a recent Gallup survey found that a smaller share of the public believes that income
inequality is a problem “that needs to be fixed” today than held that view in 1998 (45% vs.
52%). And when asked to rate the importance of various alternative federal policies, fewer than
half (46%) say “reduc[ing] the income and wealth gap between the rich and the poor” is
“extremely” or “very” important. In contrast, more than eight-in-ten (82%) say policies that
encourage economic growth should be high priorities.
Social Conflict in American Life
About two-thirds of the public say there are strong conflicts
between the rich and the poor, and nearly half of these (30%)
say these conflicts are “very strong.” An additional 36% say
these differences are “strong,” while 23% view them as “not
very strong.” Only 7% say there are no conflicts between rich
and poor Americans, while the remainder does not offer an
opinion.
Three other historic social divisions are viewed as less
pervasive or contentious. About six-in-ten (62%) say there are
strong conflicts between immigrants and the native born,
including 24% who characterize these disagreements as “very
strong.”

Rich vs. Poor
Q. In America how much conflict is
there between poor people and rich
people?
Very
strong
conflicts

Strong
conflicts

36%

30%

7%
No
conflicts

23%

Not very

strong conflicts
That represents a major change from the Pew Research
Center survey conducted in 2009. At that time, a larger share
Note: Share of “Don’t know/refused”
and “Can’t choose” responses shown but
of Americans believed that there were more strong conflicts
not labeled
between immigrants and the native born than between rich
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
and poor people (55% vs. 47%). Today, even though
perceptions of disagreements between immigrants and the
native born have increased by 7 percentage points in the past two years, this social divide now
ranks behind rich-poor conflicts in the public’s hierarchy of social flashpoints.

Two other social divides are viewed as less pervasive or intense. Fewer than four-in-ten (38%)
say there are serious conflicts between blacks and whites, including 10% who see these
conflicts as being “very strong.” About a third say there are similar disagreements between the
young and old (34%, a 9-point increase since 2009).

www.pewsocialtrends.org
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Income and Perceptions of Class Conflict
The perception that strong and growing conflicts exist between the economic classes is broadly
held. Not only do those at the bottom rungs of the income scale agree that there are serious
disagreements between the economic classes, but even those who are relatively well-off hold
that belief.
Nearly two-thirds (64%) of all adults with
family incomes of less than $20,000 a year
report serious conflicts between the rich and
poor—a view shared by 67% of those earning
$75,000 a year or more.

Perception of Class Conflict Rises
In All Income Levels
% in each group who say there are “very strong” or
“strong” conflicts between rich and poor
2011

Moreover, the perceptions of class conflicts
have grown in virtual lock step across all
income groups since 2009, rising by 17
percentage points among those earning less
than $20,000 and by 18 points among those
making $75,000 or more.

Less than
$20k

64
47
66

$20-40k

$40-75k

The increase is slightly larger among middleincome Americans earning between $40,000
and $75,000. Among this group, the share who
say there are strong class conflicts increased by
24 points, from 47% in 2009 to 71% in the
latest survey.

2009

46
71
47
67

$75k or
more

49

PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Other Demographic Differences
Young people ages 18 to 34—the demographic group most closely associated with the Occupy
movement—is more likely than those 35 or older to see “strong” conflicts between the rich and
poor. According to the survey, more than seven-in-ten (71%) of these young adults say there
are major disagreements between the most and least affluent, a 17 percentage point increase
since 2o09.
Baby Boomers ages 50 to 64—the mothers and fathers of the Occupy generation—are nearly as
likely to say there are serious conflicts between the upper and lower classes; fully two-thirds

www.pewsocialtrends.org
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(67%) say this, a 22-point increase in the past
two years. Among those ages 35 to 49, more
than six-in-ten (64%) see serious class
conflicts.

The Demographics of Class Conflict
% in each group who say there are “very strong” or
“strong” conflicts between rich and poor
2011

Age

While older adults are the least likely to see
serious disagreements between the classes, the
proportion who express this view increased
from 36% two years ago to 55% in the current
survey.
Women are more likely than men to say there
are serious disagreements between the rich
and poor (71% vs. 60%). In 2009, about half
of all women (51%) and 43% of men said there
was strong conflict between the classes.
Perceptions of Class Conflict Surge
among Whites

2009
71

18-34

54
64

35-49

48
67

50-64

65+

45
55
36

Education
College
graduate
Some
college

66
48
70
50
64

High school
In the past two years, the proportion of whites
grad or less
44
who say there are strong conflicts between the
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
rich and the poor has grown by 22 percentage
points to 65%. That is more than triple the
increase among blacks or Hispanics. The result is that the “perceptions gap” between blacks
and whites on class conflict has been cut in half, while among Hispanics the difference has
disappeared and may have reversed.

In the latest survey, the difference in the share of blacks and whites who say there are strong
conflicts between rich and poor stands at 9 percentage points (74% for blacks vs. 65% for
whites). In 2009 the black-white divide on this question stood at 23 percentage points (66% vs.
43%).
Among Hispanics, the gap has closed and may have reversed: In 20o9, the share of Hispanics
who said there were serious conflicts between the economic classes was 12 points larger than
the share of whites (55% vs. 43%). Today, the proportion of whites who say there are serious

www.pewsocialtrends.org
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disagreements is 4 percentage points greater than the share of Hispanics who hold the same
view (65% for whites vs. 61% for Hispanics), though this difference is not statistically
significant.
The Politics of Class Conflict
Democrats and political liberals are far more likely than Republicans or conservatives to say
there are major conflicts between rich people and poor people.
At the same time, in just two years the
perceptions of class conflict have increased
significantly among members of both political
parties as well as among self-described
independents, conservatives, liberals and
moderates.

Political Orientation and
Perceptions of Class Conflict
% in each group who say there are “very strong” or
“strong” conflicts between rich and poor
2011

2009

Party Identification

The result is that majorities of each political
party and ideological point of view now agree
that serious disputes exist between Americans
on the top and bottom of the income ladder.

Republican

55
38
73

Democrat
55

Nearly three-quarters of self-described
Democrats (73%) say there are serious class
conflicts, an 18 percentage point increase over
those who said that in 2009. The increase
among Republicans was about as large (17
percentage points); currently a majority of
GOP partisans see serious conflicts between
rich and poor.
Views of class conflicts increased the most
among political independents, swelling by 23
percentage points to 68% in the current
survey. Two years ago, fewer than half of all
independents said there were major
disagreements between the classes.

68

Independent
45

Ideology

55

Conservative
40

68

Moderate
50

79

Liberal
55
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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Similarly, perceptions of class conflict among
ideological liberals increased by 23 percentage
points to 79% in the past two years while rising
less quickly among conservatives (15 points) or
moderates (18 points).

Is Wealth Mainly the Result of
Personal Effort or Connections?
% in each group who say the rich are wealthy mainly
because …
…they know the right people or were born into
wealthy families

How the Rich Got Wealthy

...of their own hard work, ambition or education

Americans divide nearly evenly when they are
asked if the rich became wealthy mostly due to
their own hard work or mainly because they
were born into a wealthy family or had
connections.
A narrow plurality (46%) believes the rich are
wealthy because they were born into money or
“know the right people.” But nearly as many
(43%) say the rich got that way because of their
own “hard work, ambition or education.”
The latest result is virtually identical to the
findings of a 2008 Pew survey. It found that
46% of the public believed that riches are
mostly the result of having the right
connections or being born into the right family,
while 42% say hard work and individual
characteristics are the main reason the rich are
wealthy.3

All

Men
Women

White
Black
Hispanic

Democrat
Independent

43

44

45

49

40

44

44

54

36

51

38

Republican

32

58

58

32

45

45
0

18-34

51

40

35-49

48

41

50-64

45

65+

These competing explanations of wealth are
cited by roughly equal shares of all income
groups. According to the latest Pew survey,
46% of those with family incomes of less than
$20,000 a year believe that luck and
connections explain most wealth, a view

46

37

45
46

Question wording: “Which of these statements comes closer
to your own views—even if neither is exactly right: Most rich
people today are wealthy mainly because of their own hard
work, ambition or education …or… Most rich people today
are wealthy mainly because they know the right people or
were born into wealthy families.”
PEW RESEARCH CENTER

3

See Pew Social & Demographic Trends, “Inside the Middle Class: Bad Times Hit the Good life,” April 9, 2008
(http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2008/04/09/inside-the-middle-class-bad-times-hit-the-good-life/).
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shared by 47% of those with family incomes of $100,000 or more.
In contrast, attitudes of Republicans and Democrats on this issue are mirror opposites of each
other. Nearly six-in-ten Democrats (58%) say wealth is mainly due to family money or knowing
the right people. An identical proportion of Republicans say wealth is mainly a consequence of
hard work, ambition or having the necessary education to get ahead. Political independents fall
in between: slightly less than half (45%) credit personal effort, while an equal share believe
family circumstances or connections is the most likely explanation.
African Americans (54%) are more likely than non-Hispanic whites (44%) to see wealth as a
consequence of family money or connections, a view shared by 51% of Hispanics. Women in
the survey are slightly more likely than men to say wealth is the result of family or connections
but these differences are not statistically significant.
Young people are significantly more likely than older adults to believe most wealth is due to
family money or connections (51% for those ages 18-34 but 37% for adults 65 or older).
However, the views of the “younger young”—those 18 to 25—differ significantly from those
who are just a few years older.
According to the survey, less than half (47%) of those 18 to 25 say the rich are wealthy because
of reasons other than personal effort or drive, or about equal to the proportion of those 35 or
older who share this view. In contrast, a
majority (55%) of those 26 to 34 say being
Attitudes toward Wealth Correlated
born into a wealthy family or personal
With Views on Class Conflict
connections are the main reasons that people Perceptions of class conflict among those who say the
rich are wealthy …
are rich.
Strong conflicts between rich and poor

Views on Wealth, Class Conflict
Attitudes toward the wealthy—specifically,
how the rich got that way—are somewhat
correlated with views on class conflict.
According to the survey, those who believe
the rich acquired their fortunes mainly
through their own efforts are significantly
less likely than those who hold the contrary
view to say there are strong conflicts between
the classes (60% vs. 72%).

No strong conflicts between rich and poor
...because of own hard work, ambition or education
60

36

...because they know right people or were
born
0
into wealthy families
72

25

Note: Percentage who say “neither/other” or “both equally” not
shown
PEW RESEARCH CENTER
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PEW SOCIAL & DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS
DECEMBER 2011 YOUTH AND ECONOMY SURVEY
TOPLINE FOR SELECTED QUESTIONS
DEC 6-19, 2011
TOTAL N=2,048, AGES 18-34 N=808
NOTE: ALL NUMBERS ARE PERCENTAGES. THE PERCENTAGES GREATER THAN ZERO BUT LESS THAN
0.5% ARE REPLACED BY AN ASTERISK (*). COLUMNS/ROWS MAY NOT TOTAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING.
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ALL TRENDS REFERENCE SURVEYS FROM SOCIAL & DEMOGRAPHIC
TRENDS AND THE PEW RESEARCH CENTER FOR THE PEOPLE & THE PRESS.
ASK ALL:
On a different topic…
Q.6

In all countries, there are differences or conflicts between different social groups. In your opinion, in AMERICA,
how much conflict is there between ... [READ AND RANDOMIZE] ...Very strong conflicts, strong conflicts, not
very strong conflicts, there are not conflicts. [REPEAT CATEGORIES AS NECESSARY] In America, how much
conflict is there between … [INSERT NEXT ITEM] READ IF NECESSARY: Very strong conflicts, strong
conflicts, not very strong conflicts, there are not conflicts.
a. Young people and older people

10
24
50
12
1
3

Very strong conflicts
Strong conflicts
Not very strong conflicts
There are not conflicts
Can’t choose (VOL.)
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.)

July 2009
6
19
56
14
1
4

GSS
20004
10
31
48
7
4
n/a

GSS
19925
11
31
43
10
5
n/a

July 2009
15
32
34
10
3
6

GSS
2000
14
41
37
3
6
n/a

GSS
1992
20
46
26
3
5
n/a

b. Poor people and rich people

30
36
23
7
1
4

4
5

Very strong conflicts
Strong conflicts
Not very strong conflicts
There are not conflicts
Can’t choose (VOL.)
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.)

GSS
1987
15
44
33
3
5
n/a

The GSS questions didn’t include “Don’t know/Refused” option.
The question wording is slightly different in the 1992 GSS: “In all countries there are differences or even conflicts between …”
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c. Blacks and whites
10
28
47
7
2
5

Very strong conflicts
Strong conflicts
Not very strong conflicts
There are not conflicts
Can’t choose (VOL.)
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.)

July 2009
9
30
45
8
3
6

d. Immigrants and people born in the United State
24
38
26
6
1
4

Very strong conflicts
Strong conflicts
Not very strong conflicts
There are not conflicts
Can’t choose (VOL.)
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.)

July 2009
18
36
30
8
3
5

ASK ALL:
Q.8

Which of these statements comes closer to your own views—even if neither is exactly right. [READ AND
RANDOMIZE]
Jan 2008
43

Most rich people today are wealthy mainly because of their
own hard work, ambition or education

42

46

Most rich people today are wealthy mainly because they
know the right people or were born into wealthy families

46

8

Neither/Both equally (VOL.)

8

*

Other (VOL.)

*

3

Don’t know/Refused (VOL.)

4
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